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EURIPIDES, CYCLOPS AI.ID HOMER'S ODYSSEY:
AN INTERPRETATTVE COMPARTSON*
Of the satyr plays which are preserved, the only play that has come to us
in its entirety is Euripides' Cyclops, which was probably produced in 408
B.C.r.
The Cyclops is a dramatisation of the episode with the Cyclopes in the
ninth book of Homer's Odyssey. This in itself was not a novelty. Before
Euripides, Aristias the son of Pratinas wrote a satyr play with the same title;
comic poets also exploited the theme, like Epicharmos (Cyclops), Callias
(Cyclopes) and Cratinos (Odysseis)2. About these plays, however, we know
very little.
It should be remarked that other satyr plays took their subject matter from
the Homeric poems or the Homeric cycle, e.g. Aeschylus' Kirlce and
Proteus, and also his Odyssean tetralogy, as well as Sophocles' Nausica,
Iambe and lchneutai. The plots of lambe and lchneutai are taken from the
Homeric hymns to Demeter and Hermes respectively3.
As the Dionysiac myths were limited and frequently exploited by the
writers of satyr plays, a need for new themes arose, which led to the solution
gf the 'prosatyric' drama, such as the Alcestis, combining tagic and satyric
elements, but without the chorus of satyrs and Silenus, which was produced
in the fourth place; where traditionally one would expect a satyr play.
* A short"r version of this paper was read in Italian at a seminar at the Department of
Classics of the University of Florence.
I Regarding the dating of this play there is no consensus. Some believe that it is a
juvenile work (Mancini, Alasia), others that it is a late play: it has been placed before the
Alcestis (Murray); ca. 441, that is before Cratinus' Odysseis (Tanner); after 428, that is af-
tnt the Hippolytus (Wilalowitz); after 420 (Penotta); before Aristophanes' Híppeis (424)
ortlrc Aclnmians,425 (Meridier); after 4n (Hahne); after 426-424 (Jirani);425 (Robert);
together with the Hecuba in 424 (Sutton); after the lphigeneÍa in Tauris and Helen, thatis
after 412 (Marquart); a work of Euripides' naturity (Wecklein, Pohlenz, Della Valle'
Taccone, Schmid, Duchemin); in the same tetralogy with the Helen andthe Andromeda,
that is in 413-412 (GregoirQ; 411-408 (Seaford); 409 (Ferrante).
2For a comparison between the Euripidean Cyclops and Cratinus' Odysseis see G.
Kaibel, Krartnos 'OùtoofiEand Euripides KítrLaV, "Hemtes" 30' 1895' 71-89'
3 A comparison between Sophocles' Iclneutai and the Homeric hynn to Hermes is of-
fered by L. Koettgen, Quae rarto intercedot inter Indagatoresfabulann Soplnclean et hym'
num in Mercurium quí fertur Hotnericus, Bonn 1914, and U. von Wilamowitz-Moellen-
dorff, Die spurhunde des sophokles, "NJA" 19' l9l2' 448'476 (= Kleine schifien r'
Berlin 1935, 347-383).
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In our case, the Homeric episode with the Cyclopes had been linked with
the satyrs before Euripides, as we have said. It would be very interesting to
compare these earlier plays with Euripides', but unfornrnately the material is
scanty indeed. The only possible comparison is with Homer's episode, and
the scholars give special emphasis to this or that similarity or difference. The
most extensive such comparison is to be found in Wetzel' detailed study4.
These comparisons are very helpful for the evaluation of the Euripidean
art, but the conclusions drawn by scholars are sometimes contradictory.
Some claim that the Euripidean Cyclops has no exceptional value, or - even
worse - is just a hasty dramatisation of the Homeric episode unworthy of
Euripides (Momigliano, P. Arnott, etc.). On the other hand, those who sup-
port a different view have not succeeded, in my view, in proving the quali-
ties of this play, though they consider it a masterpiece (Marquart) or at least a
work of great quality (Campo, Seaford, Della Valle, Wilamowitz).
Therefore, one of our main purposes is to show the originality of the
Euripidean drama and to point out how the Homeric episode has provided
Euripides with the general framework which he has fitled with his own ge-
nius. In away this approach reminds us of Aristophanes' relation to tragedy
or previous literature in general. our purpose is not only to find out the tra-
gic, paratragic or Homeric lines, but also to see how they are used and what
effects they create.
From his detailed examination wetzel has drawn the conclusion that in
the Euripidean cyclops 230 lines out of 709 (or one third of the totar) are
derived from the corresponding Homeric episode, and in the last pages of his
book he presents us with a table of Euripidean verses and their relation to the
episode with the cyclopes in Homer. whoever takes this as a starting point,
will surely succumb to the false impression that, more than anything else, the
cyclops is a patchwork of Homeric verses. Moreover, the fact that the spec-
tators, or today the readers, have a good knowledge of the Homeric myth
inclines them to consider the cyclops a mere dramatisation of the Homeric
episode and nothing more.
A further point should be made clear. The evaluation of a certain work
should not be based merely on our own aesthetic conceptions of originality,
but rather on the aesthetic criteria of the ancients. It is well known that diffe-
rent playwrights have often written plays with the same titles and on the
same mythological subjects, but each with an antagonistic or critical attitude
in relation to their rivals' productions. What matters therefore is not so much
the general structure, the myth, as the way the tragic or comic poet used and
4 W. Wetzel, De Euripidis fabula satyrica, quae Cyclops ìnscrtbitur, cum Homerìco
comryrata exempio, Wiesbaden 1965.
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exploited it, his treatment of the characters involved, and the differences in
plot as compared to the prototype and in general the plays of his predeces-
sors. We should follow these guidelines in our approach to and evaluation of
the Euripide an Cyclop s.
From Aristix' Cyclops only one fragment has survived, &ról,eoag tòv
oîvov ènt26ÉcE ii6olp ("you have spoiled the wine by pouring water in it"),
which is echoed in line 557 of the Euripidean Cyclops. Of Epicharmus'
Cyclops three minor fragments suryive, from which it is evident that Poly-
phemus was portrayed as a comic glutton. The Odyssels of Cratinus is re-
presented by 15 fragments. From these we gather that, here too, Polyphe-
mus was a comic glutton (fragments I49,154,155 refer to eating; fr. l'46 to
Maron's wine; fragments 143, 144 hint at the winds and storm which drove
the ship of Odysseus and his companions on to the land of the Cyclopes, and
at the directions given Odysseus by Circe on how to reach lthaca; infu.147
it is clear that Odysseus conceals his identity from Polyphemus by narrating
false stories about himself, as in the Odyssey); it is also clear that Odysseus
has lost his epic dignity; here he is portrayed as a comic figure. The revela-
tion of the name and identity of Odysseus'and his companions, who form the
chorus of the play, is obvious in fr. 151. Another fragment, 145, is linked to
the known Homeric episode by the name of Odysseus. And fr. 151 refers to
Odysseus' companions who, in order to save themselves, take refuge under
the beds.
Fragments 6,'f ,8,9, and 10 of Callias' Cyclopes refer to food; fr. 6
shows that the meal includes fish. It is obvious that Polyphemus here too
was portrayed as a comic glutton.
Euripides' Cyclops begins with an expository prologue consisting of a
rhesis by Silenus (1-40), in Euripides' usual manner. Its only relation with
Homer is perhaps that to a certain degree Silenus identifies himself with the
Homeric Odysseus, because after many adventures and sufferings he too has
come to the land of the Cyclopes. In a certain way this opening resembles
those of Aristophanic comedies, for here as there a slave comes on stage
complaining about his master's behaviours. Thus Euripides imparts a paro-
dic tone, an Aristophanic colouring, to Silenus' prologue speech.
Euripides, in order to stress the epic dimension of Silenus' adventures,
uses Homeric or quasi-Homeric words and expressions just like the comic
poets exploit tragedy, which results in the so-called 'paratragodia'. Thus in
iines 16i. the expression naîEeg ò' Èpetpoîg iipevot yl,aurflv &.ì'.u.1 bo-
Qíotor l,eorcrívoìreg recalls the Homeric lines g.l79f. oi ò' aÎry' eíopar-
vov rcrì Ènì rî,fitor xaoî(ov, / à6ng E' è(ópevot roî,uftv &l,ct tónrov
5 Cf. L. Canfora, Storia detla letteratura grecc, Roma-Bari 1986' 109.
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èpetpoîq. It is important to note, however, that in Homer these two lines are
formulaic6 and therefore were probably known to the spectators. The same is
tue of the word e60ovov which recalls the Homeric phrase tùg 6' óvepóg
te mpepvfrraí t' í0ovov (e.g. 9.78). Another common point is the refe-
rence to the promontory of MaleaT, which is the critical point of the adven-
tures both of Silenus and of Odysseus. Apart from these little but well selec-
ted reminiscences of the Odyssey, Silenus' rhesis is original and befits his
character. His lamentations are mixed with boasting about his courage in
four of his adventures, which he briefly alludes to. These adventures are re-
lated to Dionysus (the mania of Dionysus caused by Hera and his adventures
with his nursess, vv. 3-4; the gigantomachia, w. 5-8; the episode with the
Tynhenian pirates, vv. ll-t2: and the episode with Oeneus and Althea at the
visit of Dionysuse, vv. 39-40) and the myths alluded to were probably
known to the spectators from related satyr plays. Thus we grasp another fa-
cet of the expository prologue.
Moreover, Silenus naJîates his heroic adventures - which seem incre-
dible even to himself - while holding the iron broom for cleaning the cave, in
comic contrast to his boastingl0. But there's more. Some years earlier, in
412, Eunpides had produced the lon. Here, the young man Ion, servant of
the god Apollo, appears at the beginning, after the prologue speech by
Hermes, with a broom in his hand in order to clean Apollo's temple. A simi-
lar situation is suggested in the flypsípyle, aplay produced a few years ear-
lier. In fr. 1031, lines 15-18, the chorus asks Hypsipyle whether she is in
front of the palace in order to sweep the floor, as the home-servants do:tí oò ropù npoOóporg, gíî,cr;
nírepa 6épatog eioóòoog
ocrípet6 íí -òpóoov èni rcéòrppó?uî,erg oîó ce 6oól.cr;
The parodos of the Cyclops, which is the earliest bucolicll song we pos-
sess, is striking, but has little, if any, connection with the Homeric episode.
6 g.tol-+, r79-r80, 47 l-2; tt.l46-147.
7 g.lgt.
8 We know the title of one such play, Aeschylls' The nurses of Dionysus (Dionysou
trophoi); Sophocles' Dionysìskas may have exploited the same myth.
9 A satyric drama Oeneus is at least attested for Sophocles. A play with the same title
is written by Euripides.
l0Acharacteristiccaseof boastingbySilenusisinSophocles'Ichneuni,l45-168.ll The bucolic element is not missing in other Euripidean plays: E/. 493-6, Andr.
274-94, I.A. 573-9. P. Guggisberg (Das Satyrspíel, Diss. Ziirich 1947, p.48) has ob-
served that Euripides in his Cyclops has mixed the satyric with the bucolic and amatory
element.
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The satyrs drive the flock into the cave with the help of assistants (v. 82
rpóorol,ot), who would not be needed if the sheep were not real, while
chanting songs addressed first to the ram (fust stanza)|2, then to the female
sheep (second stanza), but also songs longingl3 1ot their life with Dionysus
and the nymphs, as well as for dance, wine, and sex. W'e note that the phras-
ing in line 63 is similar to Hypsipyle, fr. 1.
The fust episode, which is the most extensive (263 lines), consists of the
following scenes: i) the announcement of the anival of Odysseus by Sile-
nusl4; ii) the arrival of Odysseus and his dialogue with Silenus; iii) the dia-
logue between Odysseus and the chorus of satyrs; iv) the dialogue between
Silenus and Odysseus; v) the anival of the Cyclops, reactions, and dialogue
with the chorus; vi) the dialogue between the Cyclops, Silenus and
odysseus, the agon; and vii) the entrance into the cave; the monologue of
Odysseus.
Generally speaking, this part corresponds to Homer' entrance of
Odysseus and his companions into the cave, followed by the arrival of the
Cyclops and their being locked inside. However, if we try to highlight the
wordsand expressions which are similar in the dramatic text and the epic
episode, we shall have to conclude, contrary to what is usually believed, that
the similarities are very limited. They seem to be the following:
i) Odysseus goes to get food and water (87-89);
ii) he intends to find out whether the people living there are hospitable
(125);
iii) he carries with him an excellent wine, a gift by Maron himself (141);
iv) the brief description of the bucolic labours (2O7 -2@);
v) the Cyclops' suspiciousness towards the strangers (223); his question
about where they come from (275) and Odysseus' answer (2:77-279);
vi) Odysseus' evocation of the law of hospitality (299-3Ol);
vii) the Cyclops' reference to Zeus and his own superiority (321).
However, points ils, iil6, v and vilT are motifs often found in other parts
12 This address to the ram may be regarded as an allusion to Polyphemus' tender ad-
dress to his ram in Od.9.447ff.
13 îrc choruses in the larc Euripidean plays (e.g. the lphigeneia in Tauis, Hypsipyle
and Andromeda) often express their nostalgia for their homeland.
14 In Silenus' preannouncement of the arrival of the Greek ship with Odysseus and his
companions, the phrase dl tc\ínolpor lévor (89) noOev róperot recalls /.Î. 479 ú$ry
ro0'- iirere, fr tcl,oíppor lwor. The word ùòp4i'oí (S9) on the other hand, used by
Euripides for the water-jugs, is a Homeric word used properly to qualify the meadows on
ttre iitand in front of the land of the Cyclopes (9' 133 l.erp6ve6 ù6pnfoO'
15 E.g. in the land of the Lotuseaters, 9.85.
16 Tti" lin". are a well-used formula, which is not limited to Odysseus' Cf. for in-
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of the odyssey. on the contrary, points iv and vii, as well as the reference to
the earth which is bound to produce grass (321 and332) are derived from
the corresponding episode of the odyssey. But even these are used diffe-
rently. The long Homeric description of Polyphemus' bucolic labours is re-
duced to three lines in Euripides. Also in lines 425ff. odysseus, in order to
be able to escape, after blinding the cyclops, ties the rams by threes with
w_ithes (&poeveg 6teg ... ouvéepyov èootpegéeoor Àóyotor, ... oóvrpeq
crivópevoq); at cycl.225, silenus brings out of the cave lambs tied two by
two with withes, in order to sell them to odysseus. The situation is quite dif-
ferent.
From the point of view of verbal similarities, we observe that the words,
expressions, or verses recalling the Homeric episode are very few. odys-
seus' dialogue with silenus is interesting and contains many noteworthy
original elements: odysseus' politeness, which is extravagant, given the cir-
cumstances, rising as it does to almost dithyrambic style (96-92); silenus'
ironic characterisation of Odysseus as rpóral,ov 6ptpó, Eroógoo yévog
(104), which echoes similar characterizations of Odysseus in tragedyls;
odysseus' interest in the political system of the land of the cyclopes,
whether it is a monarchy or a democracy (1t91te' the way he uses the extra-
ordinary wine he carries in order to trap Silenus (139ff.)20. the scene por-
traying silenus' first contact with wine after a long time, which results in
exultation, dance and expression of his sexual desires (l4s-L74 and especial-
stance 13.201-? i b' oí y' ùpproraí re rq,ì &1prot ori6È òírcrror / fie grr,ó(evor raí
ogw vóo6 émì 0eouòr1g.
17 This is evoked by odysseus himself in many other instances, but also by many
other characters in both the lfiad and the Oùssey.l8.E.g. in Euripides' Rhesus 498 aipu-î*ótctov rpóc1p' 'o6uooeóg, sophocles' fr.
913 rúvoogov rpórqpc, Acéptou 1óvo6: cf. Aristophanes, clouds 260,44g,and Hesiod,fr. 198.
19 n od.10.109f. odysseus' companions, in the land of the Laestrygonians, ask one
girl who is the king of this land and who are his subjecrs: Ér t' épéowo / 6otr9 t6lvò,
eia pcorl,eùg raì oîorv &vóooot.
20 Lines l40ff. seem to be a parody of the Euripidean recognition scenes; this is
stressed especially by the use of dl gíl,rar' eilrév and soon after by silenus, child-
nursing role here connected with Maron. On the other hand lines 147-8 are a reminiscence
of Homeric verses stating that the excellent wine which Odysseus carries, a present of
Maron, must be mixed with twenty parts of water (9.209ff. Èv òéncg èpnl,rioag ií6otog
&v& eíroor pè'cpu | 1e0', óòpl ò' ùòeîa &îò rpîrîpog ò6é6eq / 0eoreoii. ln tte
cyclops this motif is shifted to a magical spring, and therefore linked to the bacchae, as
we see, for instance, in Euripides' Bacchae. For similar rnagical springs in later Greek lite-
rature, see Apollonius Rhodius 3.221-4, and Dioscourides, epigram in A.p. ?.31, where it
is used metaphorically about Anacreon.
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ly 152-3,157-8, 169-t72)2r'the brief but rich in allusions dialogue between
tL" ,utytt and Odysseus (175-187), where Euripides parodies elements of
som" characters that he himself had presented in his tragedies, e.g. Helen,
Paris, Menelaus22,but also parodies himself, since he plays with the accu-
sation known also to Aristophanes (e.g. inhis Thestnophoriazou,sai) of his
misogynism (e.g. Medea 573ff., Hippol.6l6-650) reversing it to frt the cha-
ractei of the satyrs (186-7); the rather boastful words of odysseus (188-
202), which are full of heroic spirit23, but are in confiast with his readiness
to buy the things he needs and go away (131) - which moreover contrasts
with úis curiosity in Homer, where he wants to stay and know, although his
companions urge him to leave as soon as possible - and, aftet a while with
his humiliating service to Polyphemus (405-6).
The fiirst appeafance of the Cyclops, who apparently returns from hunt-
ing with his dogs (130) - an aristocratic activity, which we see also with
Hippotytos and Theoklymenos -, is underlined through an expression which
in itre lroades is founà in the maniage song of Cassandra (308 &vete tú-
pe.Xe= CycI. 2O3).Is this another instance of parody, though its purpose is
unclear? The same expression appears in Aristophanes, wasps 1326, in a
different context and with a different meaning.
There follow accusations and threats against the satyrs, which reflect the
situation created by their detachment from Dionysus, witness the song of the
satyric chorus in the parodos, and the Cyclops' intention to veriff whether
ttrey have properly done the work required from them. His dialogue with the
satyrs coniains jokes on the part of the satyrs (2Ol-2), but also jokes from
2l In lines 166-7 we have an allusion to Anacreon (17 Diehl): 'Ap0eìg E16t' &rò
Aeurú6og n&F$...In Od. 24.11Hermes and the souls of the suitors, which he guides to
the underworld, reach Okeanos and the rock of Leukas (rùp ò' íocrv 'Oreavo0 te poùg
raì Aeuró6c rétplv).
22 Heleo, 177'7eqíolv,l80 6rerpot{oste, l8l roX,l,oîg, iiòetat lcrpoopevl, 182
d1v rpo8orw, 185 èEerrsfìoq; see also EL 213-4, IT 525, Andr.229,63O, Troadcs 991-2,
and Helen.However, we should note that even in Homer there is sometimes a negative at-
titude towards Helen, who is blamed for the disasters which befell Troy and the heroes who
took part in the Trojan war: Eumaios, for instance, talking unwittingly to the disguised
Odysseus, and believing his master is dead, says about Helen: 14.68f. &?r,?" 6?"e0'- ò6
l6At' :Li,*ng rhò [Obv ó1.éo0cr t rcpó'vt, èn eì ro?vÀ6rv &v6p6rv ùrò 1oóvcrt'
iil,ooe. Paris, dressed in Persian trousers and wearing a gold necklace: Troades 991 f" but
also in the Cyprìa. Menelaus, here an dvopómov À4lotov, is always presented in Euri-
oidean traeedv as a villain without any scruples (e'g' Androttwche)'' --Zl Suifr úrave words are qften used by Odysseus in Od.;13.389ff. cí ré por 6rg pe-
pcuîo lrcrpcrotcríqg, 1X,cur6:&, / raí re tprlrooíotow è1òv &v6peoot pcloípqv /
oì,u ooí, nórva 0eú, 6.r po. rpóqpooo' hcprllotg; see also 14.216-222 and 224-6,
16.105-107.
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the cyclops himself (220-l>. we have echoes of the Homeric episode in
lines 207-924, though their counterpart is a much longer descriptiàn of the
bucolic labours in the odyssey; in v. 223 where polyphemus, upon seeing
odysseus and his companions, asks whether they are pirates or thieves(l,potcí tweg ratÉo1ov ii rl.6rae6 t0óva); and in v. 225, where he
speaks of the lambs which are tied two by two with withes, which cor-
responds to od. 9.425ff., as we have seen earlier. In this dialogue we
should also notice some elements which are satyric or comic but lack any
relation to the Homeric episode. Such are the wrong interpretation on the part
of the cyclops of the blush of silenus, which is caused from his wine
drinking; silenus' lies (232ff.), which put odysseus in the greatest danger,
and his multiple oaths (262-5) in order to uphold them, which end in a
parody with the evocation of sea waves and all kinds of fish2s; his humorous
diminutives (266-7) and his willingness to make a curse at the expense not of
his own life but of the life of his sons, the satyrs (269-70); the trust which
Polyphemus places upon silenus, whom he considers as just as Radaman-
thys (2734), and his cannibalistic appetite, which is coloured with sacrificial
elements (243-6) and the motif of the glutton (2I4-92a,247-9)27. Some of
the following lines might be related to the Homeric episode. However, it is
impo{ant to see in which context they appear. The question nóOw èn?r,e$-oor' dr É,wou roòcnoí; (275) probably còrresponds to a similar question in
the Homeric episode, but we must note that the formula is often used in other
parts of the odyssey2s. It is also interesting to observe that it appears after
Polyphemus' threat that he would slay and eat the strangers boiled or grilled,
since he has had enough oflions29 and deer, and had not eaten humans for a
long time. Though the second part of his question, tíg óp&g è(enaí6eooev
n6?.;€, finds some parallels only in other parts of the Odyssefd,it is delibe-
rately used here, for it contains the classical ideal ofthe educational influence
of the city upon the citizen; it also has an ironical echo, because the cyclops
24 The expression fi rpog te pcoroîg eior 1ùnò pnrÉpoy / zrr,eopùg rpé1ouot clearly
recalls the Homeric formulai_c expression raì ór' ép9poov firev èróoq1 (9.309, l+t-21.25 Cf. Medea746-7 ...Oedrvte... fi'rav pvog.
26 Line 218 pril,erov íì póaov íì peprTpevov is
116 Oeóoutoq iì pp&eroq íi rerpapévq.
thought to recall Aeschylus Prom.
27 LikeHeracles in comedy (e.g. Aristoph anes' Birds and Frogs)and the satyr play. In
Epiclarnus, Callias and Cratinus, Polyphemus is also presented as a glutton.
" F..g. 3.71-74 in four verses. ln 9.252 d, (eîvor, tíveg èoré; nó0ev nîreîQ' ùvpùuYrél,eu0d; Cf. also !.170, 14.18'7, 24.298.
29 It is interesting to note that in the odyssey polyphemus does not eat lions but he
eats^like alion (9.292 iíofte 6' 6g te l,éow).
ru Cf., for instance, 14.187 ró0r ror róX,rg...; and24.298 nóOr ror ról,q {6è torfie4;
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does not know, or in any case, does not accept either city life or the laws that
regulate a civilised society. Odysseus' answer (277-9) corresponds to Od-
9.259ft.In Homer Odysseus proudly refers to Agamemnon and the fall of
Troy in the last part of the episode, after blinding Polyphemus. Here, on the
contrary, firstly the reference is made as soon as Odysseus is confronted
with the Cyclops; and secondly the latter condemns the Greeks' military ex-
pedition against the Phrygians as shameful and unworthy, as it was under-
taken for the sake of a woman (280-a); this probably recalls Euripides' con-
temporary criticism of the Sicilian expedition3l.
The agon which follows is a small masterpiece. On one side is Odysseus,
the rpóccl,ov 6ptpó, Eroógoo 7évo6, on the other Polyphemus the canni
bal. Surely the spectators would impatiently expect their confrontation and
arguments.
According to Wetzel, w.295-3I2 are derived from the Homeric episode,
9.263-271. But is it really so?
In the rhesis by Odysseus (285-312), to be sure, cértain elements might.
really come from Homer, in particular from Od.9.262 oiítro zcor: ^Zeòg
iîOel,e pqríoao0ot and 9.266ff. rtlavópevor tù où lo0va / irópe0', eí
tt róporg (ew{tov fià rcì &î,}uro6 / òoíqg òonívqv, iî te É,eívorv 0éptq
èottv. t &L?n' ai6eîo, rpéptote, 0eoóq' irétcrt òè toí èopw. I Ze'oq 6'
ènrrtp{tcop iretóarv te (eívolv te, / (eívrog, òg (eívotow &p' aiòoíotorv
òrqEeî.
Odysseus makes two points in order to support his argument. First, he
claims that Zeus is the cause of everything which happens32, and, second,
that the divine law regarding the suppliants requires from the Cyclops that he
behave humanely towards the strangers. Odysseus begins his argument by
saying 0eo0 tò rp&1pa' pr1òév' aittdr ppot6rv (285)' thus denying any
personal responsibility. In all probability, this is a reminiscence of the
council of the gods in the frst book of odyssey, where Zeus, refuting the
mortals' habit to blame the gods for their misfortunes, Puts the blame solely
on the humans, and substantiates his point,with the case of Aegisthus. The
reminiscence is marked more clearly by employing the same words: Od.
1.32-34, particularly the phrase $eoòg Fpotoi citróovtar. However, this
3l However, there is such criticism in Homer, when Penelope speaks of the damned
Ilion: Kqro{?vrov oùr óvopcoclv (19.260, 597, and 23.19)-
32 Putting the blame on the gods, however, is not something especially characterising
Odysseus; we find this in many other instances in Homer, e.g. Od. 1.348-9 (Zeus is to be
blamed); 9.558f oó6é cq &l,log aírroq,, &.Mìr, z{.juq (odysseus talking to the soul of Aias
in the underworld); /L 3.164 (gods are to be blamed). Cf. also 23.22A where Penelope
talking aboutHelen says that she blamed the gods.
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kind of remark is very common in Homer and is found in many other cases:
consequently, it cannot be considered typical of Odysseus. Moreover, al-
though there is in Homer similar argumentation, it is probable that here it re-
flects not so much Homer as contemporary with Euripides beliefs33.
Odysseus continues his efforts at persuasion with arguments based on
the notions of friendship, benefit and gratitude, the traditional law (vópoq)
of hospitality and respect of the suppliants, of piety, of divine justice which
punishes the rovrlpù répòq, but also through a passionate and moving plea
to the Cyclops, to the effect that he ought to show compassion for the mis-
fortunes of Hellas caused by the Trojan war (w. 3M-9). Such a plea, espe-
cially after the catastrophic Sicilian expedition, clearly aims at moving the
spectators. Almost certainly this is not accidental. There are indeed other
such hints in the same speech. Greece is referred to three more times in
Odysseus' speech, always in connection with the idea of gratitude and reci-
procation of kindness; besides, geographical areas are mentioned that were
well known to the audience, such as Tainaron, Malea, Sounion, Geraistos3a.
Thus in v.291: "ws have saved the temples of your father which are yfrg ev
'El,?r,ó6og po2goîg"; in v. 295f. - a textually difficult passage - "we have
not abandoned Greek matters to the Phrygians, something which would have
been an insufferable shame" (aó.0' 'Eî,1,ó6o6 6óo9opó f óveíòr1Opo(ìvoór éòérspev); in v.297f.: "you have part in the benefit [which we have
brought to Greece, after our victory against the Phrygiansl, because you live
at Aitna, at the farthest point of Greece". The latter remark is usually inter-
preted as an allusion to the arguments which the Athenians often used to
justify their hegemony and their imperialistic policy. It is clear that Euripides
is imparting a new dimension to his Homeric borrowings by such indirect
political allusions3S. The concluding section of odysseus' rhesis, with its
moralising about eóoéBera and òrooépercr, is certainly meant as a parody
of the usual Euripidean practice36.
The serious tone of Odysseus' arguments finds a sharp contrast in
silenus' following exhortation (313-15) - which is very comic - to the effect
33 Cf. also the similar argument in Troades 988.
34 Geraistos is a place mentioned in od. 3.177, where it is implied a temple of posei-
don (èg 6è fepcroròv / ewó1rcr roró1ovro' Ilooer6úovr EÈ toópow I róLt, ènì pîp,
l0epw). There is also mention of the holy Sounion (3.278 Eoóvrov ipóv), probably be-
cause there was also a temple of Poseidon, as in post-Homeric times.
35 Se", on this theme, L. Paganelli, Echi storíco-politici nel Cictope euripideo,
Padova 1979.
36 Such ideas, i.e. that the mean is punished by the gods, and the maltreatment of the
suppliana is especially punished by Zeus the protector of the suppliants, are common in
Homer: see, e.g. Od. 9.266ff., 13.213,22.374.
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that the Cyclops ought to eat Odysseus, and not leave any piece of him; in
particular he should eat his tongue, which will make himbecome smart and
gamrlous (ropryò6 raì l,ctî,íotanog\37. Here, apart from the folkloric and
religious allusions, we may gather Silenus' opinion about Odysseus, whom
he regards as an intelligent and gamrlous man.
In the Cyclops' answer (316-346) only two points, in my view, can be
regarded as derived from the Homeric episode: i) Polyphemus does not aglee
that Zeus is a god superior to himself - something which recalls Od.9.275f.
où yòp Kór),<oreg Aròg cri.ytótot &X,éyooorv / oùEè Oe6rv poxúporv,
fueì fi ro),ò géptepoí eipw; and ii) earth produces by itself grass for his
animals, which recalls Od. g.L}9ff, especially line 109 &oncptc rcrì
&v{pora n&.vra qóovtat ("everything grows without cultivation and
without sowing"). But these two borrowings acquire a new light in Euri-
pides. In the first place Polyphemus begins and ends his speech with a re-
ierence to god, as Odysseus has done earlier; he too begins with a general
gnorne,like Odysseus. His answer is the answer of a self-sufficient man,
who does not need anything from anyone and is therefore free to act accord-
ing to his own will, without taking into consideration anyone or anything.
Aristotle has written that the human being is social (to),tctxòv 6v), and that
the man who lives alone, not in a society, is either a god or a beast ($eòg iì
0qptov)38. Polyphemus is the incarnation of both. It is typical that he begins
and ends his speech with a reference to god. His last two lines do not leave
any margin foi doubt. The god of the cave (ò rcrt' aóX,rov oeóg) is he him-
reif und he 'invites' Odysseus and his companions at his altaf to participate
in the banquet, not in accordance with the usual practice at the sacrifices, but
as victims. Instead of sharing the sacrificial meat, they will be offered as sa-
crificial meat to the Cyclops3g. His speech in general is a mixture of allu-
sions to popular beliefs, philosophical theories, and contemporary social and
politicaLpractices. The deification of richness is probably reminiscent of
sophistic theories40, but can be easily reconciled with popular beliefat. It is
37 The tongues of the sacrificial animals were offered to the gods (see Od.3'332 ff.'
34r).
38 Politics, Book L, 1253a28'29.
39 Cf. especially 2445.
40 Such deification of notions which play an important role in human life are found in
other Euripidean plays: Phoenissai 506 and Archealus fr. 250 N'2 of Tyrannis, 531 of
Philotimia, 782 of Eulabeia, LA. 392 of Elpis, Orestes 399 of Lype, 213f. of Lethe, 1682
of Eirene, and Hel.650 of 1p<íorerv gíÀoog.
41 hobably Euripides plays and alludes to his own tragedies, where several characters
had expressed conft;dictory opinions about nlo0tog. Praise of richness is found' for in-
stance, in Bellerophontes fi. :OO, in Palamedes fr. 580 and in Danae ft.324N.2; but it is
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, also interesting to note that the cyclops believes he belongs to the wise and
prudent men (316, 337';+2, because he shares the forrrers'opinion about
richness, and the latters' about eating, drinking, and the true meaning of life.
Everything else is boasting and beautiful words (312) which have no power
nor value.-Thus, indirectly, the Cyclops rejects Odysseus' arguments as
useless boasting. He is as self-sufficient as a god - no, he is even more
powerful than a god - and he is also wise and prudent; his power, his wis-
dom and prudence result from his richness and abundance43, and are rein-
forced by his awareness of this state of things. Therefore he despises and
rejects the beauty of mere words and gives no heed to odysseus' mention of
the temples of Poseidon, the cyclops' father, and his remarks about recipro-
cal gratinrde (318-9); for the same reason he has no fear of zeus and his
thunderbolts (320-321)4. It is noteworthy that he repeats tlree times (two
times in v.32r and once in 331; see also line 605 spoken by odysseus in re-
ference to the cyclops) the expression oó pot pél"er ("I do not care at
all')45. Whether .it rains or snows, he has no need of anything, he is
crórópr,cr1g, self-sufficient (323-331). In the Homeric episodeìhe Cyctopes
do not cultivate the land, neither do they sow or harvest; all grows by its
own accord, as if they lived in the golden îge46. Euripides transforms the
condemned in Aiolos fr.27 1tì1nl,o0rov eíqE. oò1ì Ocupó(o Oeóv, 6v 1ó rórroro6
ég8í,oq Ércrfoaro; inAlemndros fr.78 snell &6rrov ò d,o0toq and,inArchelals fr.3l0
nh1r,.g, ò rln0tog 6' ripc0íc 6erl,óv 0' &Fo.
42 Paganelli argues that both the exaltation ofnlo0tog and the words oogóg and odr' 9p0)v are loaded with oligarchic ideology, as is the cyclops' whole attitude (p. 23ff.). But
this seems rather exaggerated.
43 His rLo0rog consists of chcese, milk and meat, in other words of products of his
herds of sheep and cattle. The importance of this is made clear by od. 4.g5-gg: rcì
1lrpóory, íva t' &pveg &gcp repcoì rel,é0ooor' / tpìg 1&p drter pffî,c tel,eogópov ègévrqotóv' I a$o, pèv o6re &vcl Érròeufig oóte tr rorpì1v / opo0 rcì rperóv, oòòÈ
1Àurepoîo 7ól,crrog, / úX,1,' rieì rcrpé1ooow Èrqetcwòv 1úî,a 0ffoOat.4 Cf. Od. 9.273ff. vrimóg eig, 6 leîv', ff qM0w eil,{Xougcg, t 69 pe Oeoòg ré-
î,ecr fl 6er6ípev ii ti?'écoOcr' / où y&p Kórlore€ aròg cipó1oo óî.Éyooorv / oriEè
0edrv parúprov, èreì fi nol,ù géptepoí eipev. / oóò' &v eyò ai-òg iífoi ó)ueoúpevog
regròoípqv / oóre oeO oó0' Ètúporv;
45 r *" admit ttrat Euripides; cyclops imitates the Anacreontic poety, we are proba-
bly confronted with a parody of a well-known Anacreontic poem which begins with òií po,
pél,er r& ró1ero (M. L. west, carmina Anacreontea, stuttgart and Leipzig 1993, n. g).
cf. Archil. fr. 19 \Mest. A little further on it continues: Èpoì pé?rer... Époì pét er... tò
o{pegov pél,er por.tò 6' ciípwv tíg oî6ev;
46 Od.9.l08ff. oóte goreóooorv lepoìv goròv oiír' úpóoow, | &.?Aà, út .y,
6.onapra xcì rivriporc nóvrc aóovtcr, / rupoì roì rpúcì fi6, &pnelot, oí re gé-
pooorv / oîiov éptotrÍgulov raí ogrv aròE ópppog rié(er.. For a description of the golden
age see Hesiod, Op. ll7ff.
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whole situation by employing the term "necessity" (&vú1rr1)47, a cosmolo-
gical agent in piesocratic philosophya8. But the Cyclops'references to the
divine go on. In line 335 he repeats that he himself is a god: he offers the
animals in sacrifice to himself and his own belly, which is the greatest and
most important deiqÉ9. Absolute self-sufficiency, absolute egotism charac-
terise him. Richness is god; whoever has it, is a god; but the most powerful
god50 is eating and drinking to one's fill every day, caring about nothing
(336-3pt. Clearly, he identifies absolute happiness with hedonism; he is a
supporter of hedonism. One thing is missing: sex52. But apparently Poly-
phemus does not need that. However, in a fragment (273) of Alexis with
similar content, food, drink, and sex go together :
tòg fiEovùg 6eî ool,ì,éyerv tòv oógpovo'
tpeîg 6' eioìv cí ye tfiv 6óvcpw rerqpévct
tùv òg &X,r106rg oovteì,o0oav tQ pírp,
tò nreîv tò goyeîv tò tfrg 'Agpoòítq6 ttylóvew'
tù E' &l,l,c rpooO{rcg &tcrvtcr 1pfi ro},eîv
"the prudent man must collect the hedonai, of which three have the real
powsr to make life better, drink, food and Aphrodite (= sex); everything else
should be regarded as additions".
These ideas reflect popular beliefò, often expressed in Greek literature,
but in all probability they are also related to hedonistic theories put forth by
contemporaries of Euripides, e. g. Callicless3.
The Cyclops' life and conduct are in accordance with his own nahre as a
god and a beast. Consequently, he believes that any kind of restriction is
óontrary to nature and unnecessarily complicates life; some such restrictions
are the laws, which he rejects. Euripides certainly alludes to the contempo-
rary philosophical debates about the opposition of nature and law, góotg and
47 ln Atc.965 &vúT'Cq is also the supreme element, more powerful than anything
else: xpeîooov oóòÈv 'Avúyrcg q$pov. Cf. Troades 886 eít' &vriylr1 góoeroq eíte vo0g
ppotdrv.
48 E.g. Democritus A1, 35, 83, 8289. Cf. Gorgias Bll.6, and Antipho B44 D-K'
a9 W! nna the same opinion in Alexandros fr. 33 Snell: lcrotilp &nanro', toóníoo
6' oóòÈv oroneî. But similar ideas are present inthe Odyssey. when Odysseus is disguised
and plays the role of a beggar: 7.215-221 oó 1&p fl otolepff l.èni y-acúpt róvtepov
&?"tà'úsuero... ù òè pó1,; cieì èooépwcrr ré?uetcr raì 4vépev èx 6é pe tóvtrov
IqQóver 6oo' éra$ov, rcì évrn?',qo0îvor &vóryer (Odysseus speaking to Alcinoos);
15.344-5. 16.28ó9.
50 This recalls the Homeric formula for Zeus ladp ùv6p6v te 0e6v te'
51 Cf. Alcm. I 37 Davies ó 6' 6?'prog 6ottg eiígpov &pépav 6r.anMret órX,gotog.
52 On the conEary, wine-drinking, food and sex are the three imPortant ingredients of
life according to Heracles in the Alcestis '
53 As in Plato's Gorgias, for instance.
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vópo6sa. Polyphemus could be the symbol or the incarnation of the justice
of the stronger, as it is expressed by Thrasymachus in the first book of
Plato's Republic. His reference to the soul (yofi 340) is probably another
hint at contemporary theories. The cyclops' answer to odysseus' reference
to the law of hospitality and the gifts given on such occasions ((évd te
òo0vcr,301) is also worth noting. It is well known that in Homer a bronze
ÀéFqg or 06lpcr( is sometimes given as an exceptional gift of hospitality.
so, before odysseus' departure from the land of the phaeacians, Alcinoos
gives him an exceptional present a large tripod and a man-sized lÉpqgss.
Here, Polyphemus promises he'll give odysseus one such exceptional gift,
an heirloom ÀéFng, which however will be used to boil odysseus himself;
and this bronze MFng will also be used as a 06lpa( which will "embrace"56
the body of Odysseus, although it may be Eoogópqtov, difficult to wear.
It is clear, I believe, that with this speech the Cyclops proved to be a
6ptpórepov rpórol,ov than Odysseus, who, having no other recourse, ap-
peals to Athena and Zeus (347-355), with a criticism of the gods characte-
ristic of Euripides. we are faced with a further instance of self-parody by the
author.
The first stasimon (356-374) refers to the cyclops'úvOpconogcryícr and
to the honible crime of cutting to pieces and eating strangers and sup-
pliants5z. Just like the cyclops had given a sacrificial colour to his canniba-
lism, the chorus uses words which are related to sacrifice and to Dionysos'
ono,po,ypóg by his thiasos, expressing at the same time its own disgust and
aversion and its unwillingness to take part in such a sacrilegious sacrifice
(&noBópro6 Ouoía).
At this point it is necessary to underline the similarity of these Euripidean
54 For this important topic see F. Heinim ann, Nomos und. physis. Herkunfi und
Bedeutung eìner Antìthese im gríechischen Denken des 5. Jalvhundens, Basel 1945; and
M. Pohlenz, Nomos und Physís, "Hermes" 7l, 1953, 4l8ff.
55 Od. 13.13f. ól\t" tJrye oi ò6rpw rpínoòcr peycv fiòÈ l,épîtc / &v6poróg; cf.
15.84.
56 This interpretation is supported from the significance of the verb &pgelopar in the
lexicon of Photius (K. Tsantsanoglou, New Fragments of Greek Líterature from theI*xiconof Photíus, Athens 1974,fr. 179):&pgé(opor.tò&pgréoopcr,andthefragment
from Pherecrates' Mynnekanthropoi, furo Eè róvrroq i,pónov.ripqé(opcn (123 K.-A.).
But this meaning is also supported by Homeric usage, such as in r/. 3.s6-7 îre rw ii6r1/ fui!1ov Éooo 2ptdrvo, and Od. 8.437 y&otprlv pèv tpíno8og nîp &pgere.) / The word Ègeodouq (371) is probably a Homeric bonowing, for it is found in od.
7.248 s,?"Ì" épè tòv òóotqvov égéooov ii1c1e 6aíprov; the phrase Oépp' rir'
&v0pórox rpfu.1zt+7 recalls od. 14.76f. ónrípa6... rcrpé0qr' 'oòuoîr / Oépp' oótoîg
ópeÀoîorv (where Eumaios offers them to the disguised Odysseus). On the other hand the
word rpeororeîv is a borrowing from Aeschylus, for we meet it inhrs persaì 463.
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verses with fr. L43 of Cratinus' Odysseis, where the speaker is obviously
the Cyclops addressing Odysseus' companions:
&v0' 6rv róltaq èî,òv òp&g èpír1pcq ètaípoog,
qpóÉcrS 2griy{ocrg r&zcrv0poríocg rétt{oog
eig &,î,pt1v te raì ò€ói,prtv rfit' èg oropo6úî,pqv
1l,tapòv èppúntcov, 69 &v pot ó-ttótctóg pot &núvtcov
ó pîv gcrívqîot, Kcrrcrr pé(opat, 6 ot patt6rrat.
The second line is similar to v. 358f. of the Cyclops, è90ù rcì óatùxaì v0pcrrt&q &to (0eppù)/ 1voóew ppórerv... and v. 372f. È90&. r,e
6atvópevog poocpoîot t' ó6o0orv / róntcov ppórolv / &vOpérolv
Oépp' &r' &v0púrcov rpéc. Here, as in the next song, we have a Euripi-
dean allusion to the comedy of Cratinus, contrary to the general practice of
comedians' imitation or parody of tragedy, especially of Euripides. In Crati-
nus' fragment Polyphemus prepares his meal as an experienced cook (pú-
prpog); he knows various ways of cooking, many more than the Euripidean
Cyclops: in the oven, on charcoal, grilling, boiling, preserving in salty
water, either plain or with the addition of vinegar or garlic. However, there
is no allusion to sacrifice, which is probably a Euripidean novelty.
The choral song is meant to mark a much longer lapse of time than its
actual duration. During this interval the events narrated by Odysseus in the
following episode afe supposed to have taken place. The main themes of this
episode are two: Odysseus' repoft to the chorus of what took place inside the
cave and the exposition of his plan to blind Polyphemus. Here, as was to
expect, the references to and the echoes of the Homeric episode ar.e more
nrimerous. The result, however, is different. The words, the images, the de-
scriptive elements which are reminiscent of Homer function in nno ways: on
the one hand they make sure that the Homeric episode stays in the back-
ground of the spectators' mind - many of them probably knew it by heartss;
on the other hand they provide the general framework in which Euripides
now creates something new, as if putting new wine in an old wineskin. Such
constant intertwining of the new and the old, of Euripidean innovation and
Homeric prototype, deserves special attention, as it is a process parallel to
the comedians' and especially Aristophanes' attitude to their tragic models,
and also an anticipation of Alexandrian poets' behaviour towards previous
Greek literature. What is important is the treatment of detail59, as well as in-
58 Such is the case, for instance, in Aristophanes' Frogs ll24f. When Euripides asks
Aeschylus to recite the prologue ofthe Oresteìa, the spectators begin reciting it first and
for that reason Dionysus asks them to be quiet (1125 o,ye 6ì ouílra r&g rivúp)'
59 However, this is what one of the negative critics of the Euripidean Cyclops has
condemned: "la caratteristica più evidente del Cíclope in confronto all'episodio omerico è
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novation, jrxtaposition or combination of the old with the new elements.
The main such element is that Polyphemus eats his victims following the
rigid order of the sacrificial ritual, in what amounts to an &ropóprog 0o-
oícl, as the satyr chorus said earlier in their first stasimon. He is not merely
the repulsive cannibal who eats his victims like a lion: some civilised ele-
ments characterise his actions; for instance, he does not eat raw meat60 and
conforms to sacrificial practices6l. Polyphemus makes a fireplace and pre-
pares his bed nearby; then he fills up a crater with cow rrú1k62 and takes out a
large cup made of ivy-wo6d63, before placing water in a large couldron to
boil over the fire. This done, he prepares the skewers for the meat, not for-
getting a large vase to collect the sacrificial blood from his victims (Aíwcîc
ogcyeîcl) nor the sacrificial double-axe. Then the Cyclops, aptly named the
cook of Hades hated by the gods (0eooruflg 'A{òou póyetpog)64, takes
two of Odysseus' companions, who, as Odysseus reports, were of bloom-
ing complexion (oapròg eî1ov eótpcrgéotutov n&6oq); his choice is not
haphazard: he examines them carefully with his eyes and his palms (,i0pú-
ocq r&mpcotúoaqós )fepoîv). Following a certain orderly ritual he sacri-
fices them by cutting their throats and collecting their blood; he puts one in
the boiling water. As for the other, he holds his body by the feet to crack his
skull on the sharp edge of a rock and scatter his brain; then he cuts the flesh
to pieces and puts it on the charcoal to cook, while the harder parts are placed
in the IéFqg to boil66. Such detailed description has no counterpart in the
una cura minuziosa del particolare, uno sforzo di far toccare con mano le idee del Ciclope,
il suo modo di vivere e di agire" (Momigliano, "Atene e Roma" 10, 1925, 156).
60 nris detail, however, is found in Cratinus' play too.
61 Thut this is so it is obvious if one compares this passage with, e.g. the Homeric
description of a sacrifice in Od.3.418-463: there as here we find words such as réleruv
ó[óv, ogó(ev, ópeî,oí, aÎpc.
62 Probably the humour derives from the fact that the "krater" was not used for milk
but for mixing wine with water. Besides, Polyphemus' richness includes cow herds; there-
fore, he has of course cow milk.
63 Homer uses the word rrooóprov (9.346).g In a fragment of Aristias' Keres (=goddesses of death), someone, who appears to be
a glutton, is called 'A{òou rpore(a,rg. It is very probable that here we have another remi-
niscence of an earlier satyr play.
65 We should note that this word is ahapax.
66 I wonder whether Euripides' audience, listening to this behaviour of the Homeric
Cyclops, could recall parallel mythological events connected with the Dionysiac myths, or
whether Euripides, in his description of Polyphemus, intended us to recall thern. The
Titans had cut Dionysus to pieces, which they put in a boiling l,épqg and then on skewers
over the fire (see Clem. Alex., Protrept.2.18 òrconóocrvreg oótòv î,épqró trvr rpí-
ro8r èn0ewe6 rcì ro0 Atovóooo èppaMweq rù pél,q, rc0{youv rpótepov. 'énewa
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corîesponding Homeric episode6T. It is clear that by such honible descrip-
tion Euripides aimed at creating an impression of horror through the beha-
viour of a 'civilised cannibal'68.
But there are more new elements. In Homer, when Odysseus offers wine
to Polyphemus, he says: "Cyclops, drink wine... to know what sort of wine
my strip carried" (93a7f.); Euripides has him say: "oh cyclops, son of the
god of the sea, see what divine drink from the vine Greece produces, a
iplendour of Dionysus" (413-5). In the Euripidean Cyclops the vine does
not grow in the land of the Cyclopes, and therefore there is not wine. This
diffJrence is noted by many. The word 'Eî,l,óg is probably meant to mark
the difference between civilisation and barbarism6e. Even the mention of
Dionysus is no meaningless addition: he is the god who punishes Pentheus
and Lykourgos. Wine is the god himself, as it is obvious from the previous
lines, 519-29. Talking to the satyrs Odysseus admonishes them to rejoin
Dionysus, their old friend, who bears no resemblance to the cyclops (tòv
&p26cîov 9íî,ov Atóvooov &vú?r,op', oó Kóxl,ront rpooqepfr)' Besides'ini. qZqddytt.ut offering the Cyclops a cup of wine after another warmed
up his entrails @nuayyv' èoéppawov noîQ); it is noteworthy that this ex-
piession is also found-in Aristoptranes' Frogs 8aa pù... gi'tt[arfT\,a 0eppú-
qg *ó"g, which probably parodies the Euripidean verse7o. But Euripides
nài takeà this phrase from Aeschy1os7l; here we have another reminiscence
of a play earlièr than the cyclops.In v. 417 Polyphemus-takes the cup of
wine anà drinks it at one gulp (Éotooév t' óptotw è?r.rúoag). This recalls
the symposium, a social activity characteristic of civilised society. After
óBelíoror repureípcrvteg òreípe1ov 'Hgcríotoro; and callim., fr.643; Euphorio' fr. 13.' 67 We io find something similar, however, in many parts of the llíad, andthe detailed
description of the punishment of Melanthios in the Odyssey, especially in 22.475'7.
6d A "omp-u-ble 
horrifying description also appears, in different context, in the last
part of the Baichae,where, accòrding to the testimony of the Chrisns Patiens, the various
parts of Pentheus' dismembered body were brought on stage, one after the other, with
Aeave lamenting over each one of them.- 69 Wh"", (demeteo and wine (Dionysus) are par excellence the tokens of the civilised
world. Cf. Cycl. l2l-3, and Bacci. 274-85 (Teiresias speaking to Pentheus): 6óo 1úp, 6
vecrvíc, t rú np6r'w dvOpórorol Anpóqp 0e&- t yff 6' èo1í1 6y9ry 6' órmepov
poól,n rúl,er.7criíq rrÈr, ev Bnpoîorv èrrpéger^pporoóq./.66 ò'fiX,0' érert" &vtí-
I"1"í J >rrrAtttq fóvog / g&puóq ùtpòv rdrp' qîrpe reioryeyrcto /Ov1toî., 6 raóer
roti t"l,"tnapà"g pp""oì,g 7 f.é"ng, 6tav rluqoOòorv &prÉlot. Óoîg' / iírvov te
iú6" ;il .o0' ipépou rqrdrv / òíòroow, oó6' éot' &1,1,o qúpporov róvcov. /
osroq 0rotot on*dr"o, 0eò6 1eyóg, | íio"ce 6rò cootov t&1ú0' &voprÍmoug É1erv.- 
7ó IrA. p. Charlesworttr betieves that Aristophanes is quoting Aeschylus, and in the
Cyclops we have a different adaptation of the original ('CR" 40, 1926' 4)'- ?i goth xoroq and crlrt'royyvc-are favourite Aeschylean words'
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drinking much unwatered wine, the cyclops begins to sing coarsely and his
song mingles with the cries and tears of odysseus' companions, all these
sounds echoing in the cave ({6er òè rapù r?r,aíooor ouwaórcrrg èpoî6
d,pouo', Éq1eî ò' &,vrpov, 425-67t2. Here, in my view, we have a remi-
niscence of Euripides' Androtneda, a play produced lrn4l34l2 and parodied
by Aristophanes in Thesm. 1010-113573.
If the reminiscence of the Androtneda may be doubted, another one is
quite certain. In the Alcestis (438) the scene with the old servant and Hera-
cles has many striking similarities with the cyclops, not only in content but
also in expression. someone is dead (Alcestis) and there is a funeral pro-
cession as well as tears and lamentations, but on the other hand Heracles not
only eats and drinks, but also sings and philosophises. In spite ofthe diffe-
rences, the similarities are such that we may feel confident that Euripides had
his own Alcestis in mind as he was writing the cyclops. Moreover, we musr
not forget that in Euripidean satyr play Heracles was the leading hero. some
parts of the seryant's speech in the Alcestis are very close to the cyclops
both in content and in word. Here are the most obvious similarities:
rcotfrpcr 6' Év 26eípeoor ríootvov l,apòv
nívet pel,oívîìg trncpòg eó(ropov péOo,
Éo4 èOéppnv'aòròv &pgf&ocr qî,o(
oívoo. otéger Eè rp&rc pupoívr1g rî.d8otg
apouo' ól,artdv.òrooù E'fiv pél,q rî,óerv
ó pÈv yùp fiòe, t6rv év 'A6p{tou rcrr6rv
oóòèv npottp6v, oiréror ò' èrl,aíouev
Eéoaowc,v, 6ppc 6' oóx éòeírc,upw (évrp
téyyoweg. 'îòpqrog yùp 66' ègíeto.
raì vOv èyò pèv èv òóporow èottdr
févov, navoùpTov rl,6rca raì ?unotriv :nva (Alc. 756-66).
First the word norr]p (= a large cup of wine) is used only by Euripides,
inthe Alcestis and CycI. 151; this cup is made of ivy wood (ríoowog), as in
the odyssey (the rrooóptov). Both Heracles and Polyphemus eat immode-
rately and drink much unwatered wine; the verb Oeppoívro (warm up) used
metaphorically is found in both plays; both Heracles and polyphemus get
drunk and start singing: Polyphemus {òet òè ncpò rî,aíouot óuwoótcrtg
72 we should be reminded of what odysseus says about wine in od. r4.463ff .: oîvo|
yùp &vóryer | í1Leóg,6g r' è9a1re nol,ógpovó rep pú.\u, óeîom / raì 0' &rcLòv 1e-7*og:, rcí r' óppiooo0cr óvffre, / xsí tr érog rpoeqrev 6 né,p 'c,, ú,ppqtov &pervov./r Line 222 en. rív' ó77,r,v tóv6e óp6 is probaly a self-parody of Andromeda, fr. l2S
és,. r,íy' rfuOov róv6' òp6 nepípprrov (this is supported by Aristophanes' parody in
Thesm. 1105 3c. tív' 610ov róv6' óp6 xcì rcrpOevov).
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èpoî6 &pooo', ènq26eî 6' &vtpov; Heracles &potlo' ùî,arteî. The same
word, &poooo, is used in both cases. The song of the drunk man mingles
with lamentations and tears in both the Cyclops and the Alcestis. The ser-
vant, like Odysseus in the Cyclops, unwillingly serves Heracles, whom he
calls rlílra roì l,1oc1v, thief and pirate, words which are also used in the
Cyclops by Polyphemus, when he suddenly takes sight of Odysseus and his
companions (223 ìr:praí tweg... i\ rî,6lneg). Moreover, the old servant,
like Odysseus, weeps but tries to hide his tears from Heracles. Finally,
Heracles' remarks about life are similar in many ways to the Cyclops' rhesis.
The drunk Heracles speaks to the servant and gives him a lecture about life;
he obviously considers himself wise (oogóq), v.779, for, as he says, the
servant will become wiser (oogrinepoq), if he listens to him. His advice is
similar to the Cyclops' ideas about life :
eógpawe ocrutóv, tîve, tòv rcrO' fipépav
píov ?r,oyi(or: oóv, tù ò' ól,l,s tfrg d26qg.
dpcr òè rcrì d1v nl.eîotov i6íotnv 0edw
Kórpw ppotoîow' eópevfig yùp n fleóg (Alc. 788-91).
oóxoov tlv &ycw l,óqv &9eì6
ríq pe0'ip6v ...; (794-5)-
Euripides outlines Polyphemus' character pretty much like he has por-
trayed Heracles in the Alcestis, and probably in other satyr plays of his,
where Heracles was often the protagonist.
I-et's call attention to two more quite original points: i) Silenus attached to
the cup of wine like birds stuck to the hunting sticks (432-4); and ii) the re-
action of the satyrs to Odysseus' request that they help him and thus save
themselves from the Cyclops; all they can think of, in conjunction with their
expected escape and liberation, is the satisfaction of sexual desires (43940
ò6 òtù pcrrpoî ye tòv oígcova tòv qíl,ov 26r1peóopev...). These two ele-
ments are in keeping with the traditional character of the satyrs and Silenus.
The second itasimon (483-518) is a song in Anacreontics rcrtù otí1ov
in three stanzas, after an introduction in anapaestic metre according to
Aeschylean models, which has no parallel in drama.It is connected with the
previous episode, in particular with lines 425ff., where Polyphemus is said
io be drunk and sing coarsely, but also with the final episode, the blinding of
the Cyclops, through the allusions made in the introductory section and in
the third stanza.
The drunk Polyphemus, sustained by Silenus who also carries the crater
with wine and holding a large cup while followed by Odysseus who still
carries the wineskin, enters the stage dancing and singing. Such lyric en-
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trance is also unique, as far as we know, in the satyr play7a. A further pecu-
liar characteristic is the popular character ofthe structure ofthese songs, for
all three stanzas have the same metre, rhythm and melody. Also unique in
satyr play is the use of the Anacreontic metre ratù otí2gov. Moreover, in
these songs Euripides parodies well-known literary motifs. In the anapaestic
introduction the chorus imitates the expressions and the rhythm of a military
marching song; in the first stanza it is obvious from the very first word
pórclp (= blessed)75 that we are confronted with a parody oi ttt" paKcr-
ptopóg and then of the r6lpog and the noparl,aooí0opov (a song sung
in front of the door of one's beloved girl). Polyphemus' song is a parody of
a oról,rov and of a rdrpog, although its content refers to his belly which is
full like a freight ship loaded with food. The third stanza, which is sung by
the chorus, has nuptial elements of the well-known ùpévaro6 type; it is an
èyróptov of the bridegroom when he comes out of his house on his way to
the bride's, while she is waiting inside her own house. There are also allu-
sions to the nuptial crown made of many colourful flowers which the bride-
groom wore on his head. But many of these references are ambiguous, as
they clearly allude to the blinding of the Cyclops and his blood. These songs
alone (or the agon) are enough, in my view, to make the Cyclops an extra-
ordinary play.
The convivial scenes ofthe next episode (519-607) have ofcourse no pa-
rallel in Homer. The first ten lines contain the satyric motif of a new inven-
tion disclosed in an enigmatic way (eiípqpa - aívtypo), of which'we have
an excellent example in Sophocles' Ichneutai,298-312. The lectures on the
appropriate sympotic conduct, which Silenus gives to the Cyclops and are
paralleled in Aristophanes' Wasps 1208ff., where Bdelykleon lectures his
father Philokleon on how to be (uprocrròg raì (uvoooroortróg (convi-
vial and sociable), are at the centre of the action. It is worth noting that in this
connection Euripides frints very briefly (548-9) at the Homeric scene with
Odysseus' name O$ttg. Homeric rerniniscences are also present in w. 591-
5: i) references to the sleeping Cyclops, to the olive branch prepared for his
blinding, and the vomiting of the meat which he had eaten (cf. Od. 9.372ff.
rùò òè pw iírvog I ijpet ncrvòcrpótorp. gópuyog ò' èléoorto oîvog /
74 We have, of course, an indirect testimony (Athenaeus 428F) that Aeschylus was
the f,rrst to introduce drunken men on stage, but we do not know whether those plays were
satyric or not; nor do we know whether their entrance was lyric.
75 A genuine "makarismos" we find in Bacch. 72tf.: ?t I púrc,p, 6otrq... A parody of
"makarismos" we have in Aristophanes' Clouds 1206-8 púxop é Xrpeyía6eg, / aórógt' é9o6 òg oogòq / 2goîov tòv oiòv rpégerq, and in Euboul os' Stephanopolides, fr. lO2 K.-
A. (= R. L. Hunter, Eubulus The Fragments, Cambridge 1983, fr. 104).
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\ropoí r' &v6pópeot. ò ò' èpeóleto oivopapeírov "and then sleep over-
took him, sleep which tames everything; and from his throat wine and pieces
of human flesh burst forth, as he belched heavy with wine"; ii) odysseus'
admonitions to the satyrs (cf. Od.9.376f., where he addresses his compa-
nions). We should however súess the different way in which Euripides uses
these Homeric elements. A further, quite original scene portrays the drunk
Cyclops' pederastic preferences, which are directed towafds Silenus, whom
he has kiànapped as Zeus did with Ganymedes. This marvellous scene is
prepafed in idvance, in w. 552-5, where Silenus himself uses pederastic
metaphors in order to stress his own special relationship with wine, oîvo6:
KY. o$tog, tí 6pQg; tòv oîvov èrrívetg ÎtóOpg;
EI. oòr, &?ulu' Ép' o8tog Érruoev 6tr rql,òv Fl€no.
KY. rl,aóo1, Orl,riv tòv oivol oó ,Sr?loÙvtd oe.
xI. vcrì pù Aí', èneì poó gqo' èpdv óvtoq ralo0.
polyphemus' visions (578-80) which are caused by his drunkenness pro-
bably shàuld be compared with Pentheus' inthe Bacchae, which are caused
by óionysus. In both cases the future victim understands up to a point the
true identity of the god. Here the Cyclops, under the influence of wine (see
w.5lg-29jwhich ii identical with Dionysus, as we have seen earlier (oîvog
= Atóvooog), can see the throne of Zeus and all the other gods (tò n&v te
ògrpóvcov &yvòv oéBag). This is the first time the Cyclops uses such
words, through which he undoubtedly recognises the existence of Zeus and
the other godi. On the contrary, when he is not drunk, which is to say under
the influence of Dionysus, Qeòv oó6èv fi Bpotfirv pél,et (605), that is he
does not care either about the gods or about the humans, as Odysseus says in
the final lines of the episode, a little before he enters the cave.
In the following stasimon, the third one (608-23), the chorus imagines
the blinding of Polyphemus and also exPresses its yearning to be with
Dionysus.
Tire reader, and.v.ery probably the spectators too, would expect the blind-
ing to take place during this song, especially since considering that in the
prévious epìsode we have seen that the Cyclops is asleep (591), the olive
Lranch is riady with its end burning (693), and Odysseus has invoked the
help of Hephaestos and of Hypnos. But these expectations are disappoint-
edZt: Odysseus, quite unexpectedly, emerges from the cave and demands
from the satyrs absolute silence (624ff.). The silence motif is used by Euri-
pides as an excuse for bringing Odysseus out of the cave and thus insert a
?6 To play with his audience's expectations is a technique often used by Euripides. See
w. G. Arnoó 'H \wrfipqoq to$ Ev6w9épovrog r6v ùeacîtv' Mepwù rc7vóopatu
toî Eupwífu, "Dodone" 6, 1977, 4l'53.
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further short episode of only 31 lines (624-s5).This comic dialogue between
odysseus and the satyrs exploits the traditional flaws of the satyric choms.
But the silence motif is found in fr. 151 of cratinus' odysseis, where pro-
bably the chorus speaks to Polyphemus, at the end of the comedy, *d ,"-
veals its own identity as well as odysseus' (orTùv vov &nog 'éye oq&v,rsì nóvrcr l,óyov r&ya ne$oet...). we are probably confronted with
another reminiscence of Cratinus' play.
In this scene Euripides, apart from obtaining comic results by the exploi-
tation of the satyrs' character, seems to play with a tragic convention. when
he comes out of the cave, odysseus asks the satyrs to go into it with him to
help him blind the cyclops; for the moment his companions are forgotten.
The theatrical convention requires the chorus to stay in the orchestra and
does not allow it to exit77 or go onto the stage. The theatrical solution, de-
manding that the chorus remain in the orchestra, is achieved through the cha-
racter of the satyrs, who are shameless cowards: they are brave and willing
when the danger does not exist or is far away (437-9,596-g), fearfrrl when ii
gets near. Their excuses are quite comic. First they ask odysseus to deter-
mine who should enter first (6324), which reminds us, even verbally, of the
selection made in Homer through lots. Then, one group after the other, they
devise excuses not to go into the cave: some are further than the others (635-
6); a second group become suddenly lame (637-9); and the others have quite
unexpectedly lost their sight, because of dust or ashes in their eyes (&l-2).
Finally they admit the real reason for which they do not want to go inside,
which is self-preservation, and express theirwillingness to help in another
way, with an orphic incantation, whlph will automatically drive the olive
branch into Polyphemus' eys78. Thus the satyrs remain in the orchestra, as
the convention of ancient theatre required. odysseus is obliged to use his
companions, and has to return to the cave content if the satyrs will help with
rel,euopoí or reî"eóopatcl. This the satyrs gladly do, foi, as they say, the
danger will be * "Q Kcpí, and indeed they sing a very brief song, thefourth stasimon (656-62), of the type xeî,eoopòg èrì eóyo2gíg, a-song
- 17 rnere are very few exceptions to this rule: the chorus in Aeschylus' Eumenides,inSophocles' Ajax 814 (with a change of scene), in Euripides' Atc.74lif., Hel. 3g5, Rhesus
565, and Plwethon (with a change of scene); cf. also Aristophanes, Eccles. 2gs-310./ó Here Euripides seems to play both with popular methods of the kind and with the
traditional satyric motif of the miraculous. A similar reference to magic incantations is
found in Phoen. 1259f., wherc the messenger urges rocaste to use every way she can to
save her sons: &1,1,' eí trv' &l,rlv î ooqoùg lierg î,cryoug | ff qí),rp, Àrg66w. cf. alsoAlc. 357-62. In Homer a magic incantation is used by the sons of Autolykos to stop the
bleeding of odysseus, wounded by a wild boar (od. 19.457 encodfr ò' oîpcr relsivòv /
éo1eOov).
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whose purpose is to encourage someone to do something, though it is also a
labour song, as it accompanies the blinding of the Cyclops taking place
inside the cave. Its metre and rhythm is varied, which attests to the vivacity
ofthe satyrs' song and dance.
Immediately afterwards Polyphemus' cries of pain are heard within the
cave, reminding us of the great heroes of tragedyT9, and then, according to
tragic convention, he himself comes out on stage, or rather to the cave's en-
trance. In these final scenes, as was to be expected, the reminiscences and
borrowings from the Homeric episode are much more numerous than else-
where. Polyphemus' cry (663) is probably meant to recall the Homeric verse
9.395 opep6cr?r,éov òè péy' iit ot(eu, but as we have already observed this
is also a theatrical convention. However, Polyphemus standing at the en-
france of the cave with his hands stretched out in order to prevent the escape
of Odysseus and his companions corresponds to Od.9.408-12; the revela-
tion of Odysseus' true name is paralleled in Od.9.502-5 and475-9, coupled
with satisfaction for blinding the Cyclops; the reference to the oracle on the
part of Polyphemus has its counterpart at Od. 9.507ff.; and Polyphemus
tries to hit Odysseus' ship with rocks just as at Od.9.48lff. and 537-4l.It
is obvious that here more than anywhere else much is derived from Homer.
Wetzel's index shows a correspondence between 105 Homeric lines and
cycl.663-707 (that is 44 lines). It is clear that Euripides has abbreviated
Homer's prototype.
But even here we can recognize Euripides' originality. The blinding of
the Cyclops and his cries of pain do not attract the other Cyclopes, as in
Homer; rather, the attention focuses on the chorus of satyrs. The feelings of
the latter, who express joy and satisfaction and mock the blind Polyphemus,
are obviously opposed to his. Tears and cries (of Polyphemus) mix with joy
(of the satyrs); the word rcatóv is appropriately used by the latter. This
mixture of joy and grief has a counterpart in the earlier situation in the cave,
as described by.Odysseus at425-6. But whereas there Polyphemus sang and
Odysseus' companions cried, now roles are clearly reversed. Moreover,
Polyphemus' desire and effort to catch Odysseus and his companions results
in a game of blindman's buff (poîcr,), with comic effects, as the Cyclops,
following the misleading directions of the satyrs, hits his head on the rocks
ofthe cave. And, finally, there is the unexpected reference to a second en-
trance to the cave, which calls to mind Philoctetes' cave in Sophocles' tra-
gedy (409). The word used is the same in both authors and is used only in
these two plays, so the connection is certain: Cycl- 707 òt' úpqtcpfrtog
tfio6e, phit.19 6t' &pgttpfirog cól,ioo. This is a sophoclean reminiscence
79 For instanc e, Hec.1035, 1037, 1039-40.
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on Euripides' part, which does not have any theatrical significance at the end
of the playso.
The exit of the chorus in two lines (708-9) marks the liberation of the
satyrs and their reunion with Dionysus, who at the beginning of the play ap-
peared as the cause of their slavery.
In conclusion, we are now in a position to reaffirm that in l.d.s Cyclops
Euripides has used the corresponding Homeric episode with originality and
freshness; echoes, reminiscences, and Homeric words and expressions are
appropriately chosen and used; Homeric scenes and motifs usually acquire a
different colour tbrough allusions to contemporary social, political, and phi-
losophical.ideas, and by hinting at and exploiting known literary motifs, as
well as referring and alluding to earlier plays - tragedies, comedies or satyr
plays - either by Euripides himself or by others. In brief, we believe that this
short play has all the merits to be regarded as a little masterpiece.
The University of Joannina, Greece ANDREAS G. KATSOURIS
80 Something which has not been noted is the fact tlat we have in od. L3.lo9-ll2 a
cave with two enfances; this is the cave at the shore of lthaca, where the Phaiacians arrive
and put the sleeping Odysseus. It is a large cave, with stalagmites and stalactites, in which
a ship could safely enter; it has two entrances, tle one from the sea for the mortals, and
another higher up for the gods, which is prohibited for the mortals: 6óo òé te oi Qópcrr
9ioív' / cli pèv rpòg BopÉco xcrorpotcrì &vOprímororv, / ci ò' cS rpò9 Noroo eioì
Oecineper oòòé tl xeivl / úv6pe6 eioép1ovtar., &î,î"' &0avrÍtrov ó6óq éonv.
